Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide, accounting for an estimated 1.6 million deaths each year (1). The survival of lung cancer is strongly related to the stage of diagnosis, with 5-year overall survival decreasing from stage IA disease (85%) to stage IV disease (6%) (2). However, in routine clinical practice, many early-stage lung cancer were delayed in diagnosis, due to that most patients are often asymptomatic. Lung cancer screening is designed to reduce lung cancer related mortality through diagnosing the disease at its early stage in high-risk cohorts with relatively limited harm, in order to enable those patients to receive curative operations (3,4). Early screening trials generally assessed the efficacy of chest radiography (CXR) combined with sputum cytology, and showed no influence on lung cancer mortality (5-8). However, in the last decade, technologic advances in computed tomography (CT) re-brought imaging-based screening into the focus. The National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) demonstrated a 20% reduction in lung cancer mortality for low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) compared with CXR screening, as well as a 6.7% all-cause mortality reduction (9). Although the positive results are being issued, it remains to be seen whether the positive results of NLST can be reproduced by other randomized controlled screening trials. Liquid biopsy is a noninvasive approach to screening and early diagnosis of lung cancer (10,11). It may become one of the complementary or alternative approaches to thoracic imagery for the early diagnosis and screening for lung cancer. Also, how to balance the benefits and harms of the screening is still a controversial issue. Great concerns have arose from lung nodules detected from screening, such as false-positive results, overdiagnosis, false-negative results, physical and psychological problems. This paper briefly
reviews the latest progress in lung cancer screening and the main unanswered questions on lung nodule detection, to discuss optimal strategies for implementation of lung cancer detection.

**How to conduct screening**

**Screening by thoracic imagery**

The NLST enrolled high-risk asymptomatic individuals: age, 55–74 years; current or former smokers who quit within 15 years with at least 30 pack-years of smoking history. From August 2002 through April 2004, 53,454 individuals were randomly assigned to annual LDCT screening scans versus CXR for three consecutive years. After a median follow-up of 6.5 years, the study showed that screening lead to a significant reduction of 20% and 6.7% in lung cancer and overall mortality, respectively. LDCT showed better performance for the detection of early-stage lung cancer, with 57% of screening-detected lung cancer cases of stages I or II, compared to only 39% in the CXR arm (9). This has led to the American Cancer Society’s guidelines now recommending LDCT screening in high risk individuals aged 55 to 80 years who have a 30-year pack smoking history and currently smoke or have quit within the past 15 years (12).

The impact of LDCT screening versus usual care or CXR have been also compared by several large-scale European randomized trials: Dutch-Belgian Randomized Lung Cancer Screening (NELSON) trial (13); Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST) (14); Detection and Screening of Early Lung Cancer by Novel Imaging Technology and Molecular Essays (DANTE) (15); Multicentric Italian Lung Detection (MILD) (16); Italian Lung Study (ITALUNG) (17); German Lung Cancer Screening Intervention Trial (LUSI) (18); UK Lung Cancer Screening Trial (UKLS) (19). So far, the three published trials have reported conflicting results against NLST. The DLCST showed higher rate of all-cause mortality in the CT screening arm compared with usual care [relative risk (RR) 1.03; 95% CI: 0.66–1.60] (20,21). In the DANTE trial, CT screening demonstrated no significant effect on reduce of mortality (RR 0.99; 95% CI: 0.69–1.43) (15). The MILD trial found no effect of biennial screening compared with usual care and a negative effect of annual screening with more detected cancers but also higher all-cause mortality (RR 1.99; 95% CI: 0.80–4.96) (16). It has raised questions about whether the much smaller patient sample size and the inclusion of patients at lower risk (less exposure to tobacco) for lung cancer in these trials diluted any potential benefits of LDCT screening (Table 1). The largest European trial, NELSON, has not yet been published statistical data regarding mortality reduction. The pooled analysis of all the European data should be powerful enough to compare with NLST and consolidate the evidence about the effectiveness of LDCT screening.

**Screening by liquid biopsy**

So far, European countries have not as yet recommended the use of imagery for screening for lung cancer. Considering the unjustified efficacy and high false positive rates, it is necessary to develop cost-effective and non-invasive methods that can replace or be used in conjunction with CT scans to screen for high risk cohort. Currently, histologic and cytologic results of biopsie are still the gold standard to make a definite diagnosis of lung nodules detected by CT screening. However, this approach is costly and often detects pulmonary nodules that turn out not to be cancers (22). Some researched answered this problem through searching potential biomarkers in peripheral blood samples and other accessible bodily fluids.

**Circulating tumor cells (CTCs)**

The two techniques most often used in the detection of CTCs are the indirect CellSearch method and the direct isolation by size of epithelial tumor cells (ISET) filtration method. Studies showed conflicting results regarding the correlation of CTC numbers and stage of cancer (23–26). Using the CellSearch system, the detection rates of stages I, II and III non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLCs) with ≥1 CTC was 36%, 45% and 40% respectively, compared with the using the positivity rates of 48%, 60% and 45% using ISET technology (25). CellSearch utilizes an epithelial cell adhesion molecule based enrichment step and detects CTCs as intact enucleated cells, staining negative for the leucocyte marker CD45 and positive for cytokeratins (27). However, the detection rates of the method were relatively low, particularly in early stage disease, owing to few CTCs undergo epithelial to mesenchymal transition and downregulate their epithelial markers. Studies have shown that CTCs from patients with lung cancer can be isolated and characterized by ISET filtration method before surgery, even from asymptomatic patients with stage I lung cancer (28,29). A recent study showed that CTCs can be isolated
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>NLST</th>
<th>NELSON</th>
<th>DLCST</th>
<th>MILD</th>
<th>DANTE</th>
<th>LUSI</th>
<th>ITALUNG</th>
<th>UKLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Netherlands/Belgium</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study arms</td>
<td>LDCT: 26,722; CXR: 26,732</td>
<td>LDCT: 7,915; usual care: 7,907</td>
<td>LDCT: 2,052; usual care: 7,907</td>
<td>LDCT (annual): 1,190; CXR + sputum cytology: 1,186</td>
<td>LDCT: 1,264; usual care: 2,023</td>
<td>LDCT: 2,029; usual care: 1,593</td>
<td>LDCT: 1,613; usual care: 2,027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up (years)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>3-6.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking history</td>
<td>≥30 pack-years</td>
<td>≥15 cigarettes per day for ≥25 years or ≥10 cigarettes per day for ≥30 years</td>
<td>≥20 pack-years</td>
<td>≥20 pack-years</td>
<td>≥20 pack-years</td>
<td>≥15 cigarettes per day for ≥25 years or ≥10 cigarettes per day for ≥30 years</td>
<td>≥20 pack-years</td>
<td>Predicted risk of ≥5% of lung cancer diagnosis within 5 years, and 5-year risk for lung cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke cessation (years)</td>
<td>&lt;15</td>
<td>≤10</td>
<td>≤10</td>
<td>≤10</td>
<td>≤10</td>
<td>≤10</td>
<td>≤10</td>
<td>≤10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group (years)</td>
<td>55–74</td>
<td>50–75</td>
<td>50–70</td>
<td>≥49</td>
<td>60–74</td>
<td>50–69</td>
<td>55–69</td>
<td>50–75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rounds</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 or 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening interval</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1, 2, and 2.5 years</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1 or 2 years</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodule measurement</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>Volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT screen-detected cases of lung cancer</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Annual: 29; biennial: 20</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer detection rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>Mean rate: 2.9%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 (continued)
### Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>NLST</th>
<th>NELSON</th>
<th>DLCST</th>
<th>MILD</th>
<th>DANTE</th>
<th>LUSI</th>
<th>ITALUNG</th>
<th>UKLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interval lung cancers</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Annual: 5;</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>biennial: 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive screening tests</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>37.3%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>Annual: 14.0%;</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>biennial: 15.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-positive rates</td>
<td>17,497/75,126 (23.3%)</td>
<td>355/29,735 (1.2%)</td>
<td>302/9,800 (3.1%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>747/9,121 (8.2%)</td>
<td>1,003/5,333 (18.8%)</td>
<td>72/1,994 (3.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer mortality, RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.73–0.93)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.03 (0.66–1.60)</td>
<td>Annual: 1.99 (0.80–4.96); biennial: 1.98 (1.57–2.50); annual + biennial: 1.64 (0.67–4.01)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.69–1.43)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-cause mortality, RR (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.86–0.99)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.02 (0.82–1.27)</td>
<td>Annual: 1.80 (1.03–3.13); annual + biennial: 1.40 (0.82–2.38)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.77–1.17)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RR, relative risk; T0, baseline screening; T1, first incidence screening; T2, second incidence screening; T3, third incidence screening; T4, fourth incidence screening.
from patients with a high risk of developing lung cancer (smokers with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) but without nodules detected on a thoracic CT scan (30). Of interest, the annual CT-scan surveillance of the CTC-positive patients detected lung nodules 1 to 4 years after CT test. As a follow-up to this initial study, a multicenter study aims to include 600 patients aged over 55 years, with heavy smoke history and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. These patients will be screened annually for 3 years with CTCs detection using ISET method and CT scan. It was also reported that a CTC count of >25 showed great sensitivity and specificity to differentiate lung cancers from benign diseases (31). CTCs may be the promising marker to predict malignancy of the lung nodules and a good tool for lung cancer detection with potential for clinical applicability.

Circulating nucleic acids
Compared with healthy controls or patients with benign diseases, serum or plasma DNA concentrations were significantly higher in lung cancer patients, seeing the possibility of applying DNA testing in screening assays (32-34). Catarino et al. reported that high DNA concentrations greater than 20.0 ng/mL showed great discriminating ability of lung cancer patients with a specificity of 83% and sensitivity of 79% (35). In the study of Newman et al., circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) levels in NSCLC patients were found to be closely connected with tumor volume. They detected ctDNA in 50% of patients with stage I NSCLC and in 100% of patients with stage II–IV NSCLC, with 96% specificity for mutant allele fractions down to approximately 0.02% (36). However, when the technology put into clinical use, the detection has failed to show sufficient sensitivity yet. In a meta-analysis evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of ctDNA, the authors stated that ctDNA alone was not recommended for lung cancer screening on account of the disappointing discrimination power, with a pooled specificity of 77% and sensitivity of 80% (37). Unfortunately in another study, assessment of DNA level in plasma contributed little to improving the diagnostic accuracy of screening by thoracic CT in cohorts with heavy smoke history (38). Recent years, investigation into the methylation of free plasma DNA becomes an interesting option for lung cancer screening in a high-risk population, while the relatively low level may not be detected depending on the different techniques used and false positives are sometimes possible (39-41).

Currently, detection of circulating RNA typically requires capture of substances containing RNAs which are actively secreted from cells, due to the rapid degradation of RNAs in the circulation (42-45). Zander et al. found that the whole blood RNA allow for discrimination between NSCLC patients and healthy controls. It was also shown great efficacy in the further independent dataset of stage I NSCLC patients with the AUC of 0.977 (P<0.001) (46). However, there is still a long way to go for the RNA-stabilized whole blood-based technologies applying to the clinical use. It has been proven that small noncoding RNAs, including micro-RNAs, shows great stability in the circulation with the state of microRNA-processing proteins (47). The micro-RNAs have oncogenic and tumor suppressor gene function and exhibit specific expression profiles in lung cancer, and thus have been proposed as diagnostic and prognostic markers (48-51). In particular, the work of Montani et al. identified a signature of several plasma microRNA that showed an excellent predictive value for lung cancer in a high-risk population (52). Large validation study indicating that a specific micro-RNA plasma signature could reduce the false-positive rate of thoracic LDCT, thereby improving the efficacy of lung cancer screening (53).

Circulating proteins
Autoantibodies may be detected before the appearance of underlying cancers and testing for its level may facilitate earlier diagnosis to complement CT-based screening protocols (54,55). In the study of Boyle et al., the panel of autoantibodies can identify 40% of primary lung cancers, with a specificity of 90% against baseline-matched controls. The similar specificity was also found in patients with benign disease (56). Wang et al. discovered autoantibodies associated with lung adenocarcinoma that has the potential to differentiate cancer from CT-positive benign diseases (57). There were other protein signatures have been described for early screening for lung cancer (58-61). However, the patients involved in these studies mainly had stage III/IV lung cancer, and the control subjects were not matched by smoking, thus weakening them use as early detection markers. Moreover, all the aforementioned reported biomarkers require further independent validation in larger sample sets.

Who should be selected for screening
Studies indicated that cost-effectiveness estimates for LDCT screening for lung cancer differ from $18,452 to
$66,480 per life-year gained and $27,756 to $243,077 per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gained (62–64). Although the threshold value for cost-effectiveness of lung cancer screening varies across countries and programmes, an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio below the threshold of $100,000 per QALY gained was reported in most studies (65). Cost-effectiveness mainly depends on the lung cancer risk of screened cohorts. The cost per QALY varied markedly according to subgroups, suggesting that screening was more cost-effective for current smokers, and those at higher risk and in women (66). It indicates that the risk-based selection of individuals eligible for lung cancer screening may be the key to improve the cost-effectiveness ratio (67).

In the USA, about 26% of lung cancer patients and 8.6 million of the general population would have met the NLST eligibility criteria (68). Based on the Prostate Lung Colorectal Ovarian (PLCO) cancer screening trial, it was suggested that most never-smokers would not benefit from screening instead of negative effect (69,70). Several studies showed that an adjunct smoking cessation program has the potential to improve outcomes and brings additional benefits (64,71-73). This emphasizes the importance of integrated smoking cessation within a computed tomography screening programme (74). Although tobacco use, including active smoking and passive exposure, is the major risk factor for lung cancer worldwide, an estimated 15% of lung cancer in men and 53% of lung cancer in women (25% of all cases) are not attributable to tobacco use (75). Epidemiological studies identified that lung cancer in never smokers occurs more frequently in the female sex than male. It is found a particularly high proportion of female lung cancer cases in never smokers in Asia (76). Although never-smokers have not included in most CT screening trials, model analyses show that those with RR of 15 to 35 have similar to better trade-offs between benefits and harms compared with ever-smokers eligible for lung cancer screening according to the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) guidelines (77). Striking differences in the epidemiological, environmental exposures and molecular characteristics arising in non-smoker groups have not been identified yet. These strongly highlight the need for additional researches in smoking as well as non-smoking related risk factors for lung cancer in different ethnic groups. Also, a study assessed risk-based analyses based on the NLST to assist the identification of targeted population who could benefit the most. It was showed that 60% of the participants accounted for 88% of the averted lung cancer deaths, while 20% of participants at lowest risk accounted for only 1% of prevented lung-cancer deaths (78). The PLCoM2012 model included numerous risk factors to select high-risk individuals, and showed a significantly improved sensitivity and positive predictive value for selection of lung cancer screening cohort, without loss of specificity (79). Moreover, based on the Liverpool Lung Project model, the UKLS target a population with 5-year lung cancer risk >5%, and it came out the highest lung cancer detection rate (1.7%) among lung cancer screening trials (19). These evidences suggested that selection of screening cohort based on the risk model may be superior to age and pack-years alone.

### When to conduct next screening

The screening interval has a direct influence on the balance of benefits and harms. Despite the mortality reduction found in the NLST was based on yearly screening, whether it is necessary to conduct annual LDCT in all eligible individuals remains uncertain (80,81). Retrospective analyses of the NLST suggest that participants with negative prevalence screen or subsequent negative screens might not be in need of annual screening, on account of the relatively lower incidence of lung cancer and lung cancer-specific mortality than all screened cohorts (80). In the hypothetical analysis, if participants with a negative baseline screen had not received the first incidence screening, it would have increased lung cancer mortality rate from 186 to 212 per 100,000 person-years. Nevertheless, this change of first incidence screenings could save about 73% of CT screens (19,066 of 26,231 participants), which could lead to reduction of false-positive results and health-care costs. In the MILD, the biennial screening showed the same efficacy as annual screening, according to the comparable stage distributions between two screening arms (82). Recent NELSON data showed that an interval of 2.5 years led to more interval cancers and significantly higher proportion of advanced stage lung cancers (stage IIIB–IV) (83). In the NELSON, it was also found that, when the baseline screening test result turned out negative, the probability of a lung cancer diagnosis in the next 2 years after the prevalence screen was only 0.4%. The results suggested that a screening interval of at least 2 years might be safe to apply in these individuals (84). However, for the nodule with volume of 1,000 mm³ or greater, the lung cancer probability is of 25.7%, and 31.6% for the nodule with diameter of 30 mm or greater. Immediate diagnostic work-up is suggested.
instead for these large nodules. Although annual screening is now recommended for screening, these results imply that the importance of using information obtained from baseline screening to optimize the intervals for different risk cohorts. Thus, it is likely, in the future, that screening programmes will adopt a combination of 1- and 2-year intervals according to risk.

**What are the problems arise from nodule detection**

**False positive results**

Based on a systematic review, it seems that suspicious non-calcified lung nodules were detected in approximately 20% of the LDCT scans performed and required further work-up for lung cancer diagnosis (85). Unfortunately, more than 90% of these screening findings turn out benign diseases and are thought as false positive screening results. These false positive results may lead to subsequent unnecessary diagnostic evaluation, for instance, fine-needle aspiration, bronchoscopy, even operation; these procedures accompany with risks of complications, negative psychological consequence, and increased health-care costs. The Interpretation criteria have a great influence on the screening test performance. The NLST set positive results as indeterminate nodules of a minimum of 4mm in diameter or other abnormality suspicious for lung cancer (86). Using this protocol, it turned out that at least one positive test result was found in 39.1% of the participants across the three rounds of yearly CT screens. However, of those with a positive result, 96.4% were proven as false-positive, of which 72.1% asked for downstream diagnostic evaluation. Overall, only 3.6% of all CT screens in the NLST resulted in a diagnosis of lung cancer, and 23.3% were false-positive. Although the further work-up for these positive screens brought out few medical complications (2.7%), there would be a substantial reduction of healthcare costs by improving the threshold of LDCT screening results (9,87). NELSON has conducted a two-step nodule management based on volume measurement to evaluate whether CT findings were positive. At baseline screening, nodules less than 50 μL in volume or 5 mm in diameter were considered as negative, nodules greater than 500 μL in volume or 10 mm in diameter were assumed to positive results and underwent definitive work-up procedures, and nodules varying between 5 and 10 mm in diameter were defined as indeterminate and suggested to undertake reassessment with LDCT 3 months later. Volumetric analysis of nodule growth at the follow-up scan was made to work out whether the scan was classified as positive or negative (88,89). Thanks to this interpretation strategy, 59.4% of participants with an initial positive test came out false-positive, resulting with an overall low false positive rate of 1.2% in four screening rounds (83). Considering the favorable positive predictive value, the two-step strategy used in the NELSON provides a much more effective management of screened results. In 2014, the American College of Radiology released Lung-RADS, a classification system for LDCT lung cancer screening. The criteria are different from the NLST protocol, mainly with the increase of threshold for positive results (from 4 to 6 mm diameter) and the use of growth for pre-existing nodules. When the criteria were applied to the NLST, the false-positive result rate was substantially reduced, whereas it also resulted in decreased sensitivity (90). Currently, it remains unknown how to balance the sensitivity of lung cancer detection and the false-positive rate (91). Therefore, an effective and noninvasive method to distinguish malignant nodules from benign ones is highly required.

**Overdiagnosis**

Another potential negative effect of screening arises from overdiagnosis, since the unnecessary diagnosis of an indolent cancer which would stay asymptomatic and not cause death. It may arise from either of the two scenarios: the indolent cancer progresses sufficiently slowly that it will not lead to death, or that the individual dies of competing risk such as a comorbidity or an unexpected event. Due to the biologically heterogeneous behavior of cancer, it should be taken into consideration that which cancers need to be early diagnosed in screening programs (92). These overdiagnosis cases are likely to be associated with additional cost, anxiety, even morbidity caused by treatment. Since all the diagnosed lung cancer patients undergo treatment, there is no available data of detected but untreated lung cancers, which generally would make up the overdiagnosis cohorts. Recently, it is possible to estimate an approximate overdiagnosis rate, through complex mathematical modeling studies based on lead time or tumor doubling times (93). Based on the excess incidence analyses of NLST, it was suggested that 18.5% of lung cancers diagnosed by CT screening were overtreated (94). Data from micro-simulation modelling suggested that the overdiagnosed rate was 8.6% of lung cancers detected by the NLST screening (95). As the
screening protocol recommended by the USPSTF, an estimated 9.9% of all lung cancers detected by screening are overdiagnosed (96), which is relatively low compared with other screening programmes (67). Lindell et al. estimated that approximately 25% of cases may be indolent, by evaluating volume-doubling times on sequential LDCT (97). Several studies suggested to predict long-term indolence dependence on volumetric doubling time calculated during a limited period of observation of tumor growth (98-100). However, tumor growth may not always be linear and could instead be sigmoid shaped or accelerate after a dormant period of no growth (101). Unfortunately, it remains unclear the mechanisms to point out the exact time of this transformation.

**False negative results**

Diagnostic failures in observer performance may explain for the false negative results, as in the case of inaccurate interpretation or recognition error (102). Satisfaction of search error could be another type of false negative errors that occurs when multiple abnormalities are present on an examination, and the radiologist fails to report at least one of them (103). Attention to technical parameters, such as thin-slice thickness (≤1.25 mm), is an achievable way to avoid errors (104). Li et al. concluded that LDCT fails to identify small faint tumors mainly superimposed to normal anatomical structures or located in the context of other lung disease (105). Recently, analysis of NELSON demonstrated that human errors, interpretation errors, and detection errors counted for the main causes of failure in detecting lung cancers, owing to the location of lesions (endobronchial, pleural-attached, or adjacent to thickened bullous structure) (106). It was also reported that centrally located or endobronchial lesions were blind spots for radiologists to interpret CT scans (107). It should be noted that the current study only reports on missed cancers identified after screening had finished or cancers found at screening intervals, whereas lacks informative data of cancers which were diagnosed at subsequent screening rounds with an identifiable appearance on a previous CT (108). Moreover, the development of multislice CT technology has increased the sensitivity of nodule detection, as well as the workload of radiologists, which can result in errors of manual measurement (109). Recent years, the computer-aided detection (CAD) system has become a helpful method for the detection of small lung lesions on CT scans and can assist radiologist to identify early-stage lung cancer (110,111). Although high false-positive rate is also increased by the software, which limit its wider use to clinical routine. Efforts have been made for improving CAD algorithms to further reduce false-positivity (112).

**Physical and psychological problems**

The effective dose of radiation of LDCT is estimated to be 1.5 mSv per examination, but there is substantial variation in actual clinical practice. For men, the median cumulative effective dose was 9.3 mSv after 10 years of lung cancer screening; the dose was 13.0 mSv for women (113). Although it may be acceptable for individual risk, the large cohorts exposed to ionizing radiation could turn into considerable amount of radiation-induced cancers. Screening exposure to radiation associated with not only the screening procedure, but also the related further investigations. Analysis of ITALUNG data demonstrated that 22.6% of the dose was owing to further investigations and 77.4% to annual LDCT (114). In the NLST, the mean effective dose of screened individuals over 3 years was an estimated 8 mSv, which corresponds to potentially causing one radiation-induced death per 2,500 subjects screened (85). Considering one lung cancer death avoided per 320 subjects screened, it indicates that the benefits of screening surpass the risks from radiation exposure. In spite of the apparently favorable risk-benefit ratio, other screening regimens may be not achieve the same positive result. The enhancement of technology and optimization of screening implement may work out this problem in the future.

The screening also brings negative effects on the quality of life, especially emotional stress, which mainly arise from false-positives and overdiagnosed cases (115). In the NELSON, compared with patients with a negative screening result or even without screening, it was found a significant increase of distress in patient who had an indeterminate result and was required a follow-up CT at two months after the initial LDCT screening. Luckily, this short term emotional distress is reversible over time and disappeared at 2 years (116). Analysis of DLCST demonstrated that lung cancer CT-screening trials induced negative psychological consequences in both the CT group and the control group. Of interest, the CT group experienced less negative psychosocial consequences compared with the control group, and reassurance among those with normal screening results might account for this (117,118). During the whole screening process, lots of parts
will definitely affect people in terms of anxiety and lung cancer-specific distress. Strengthen health education and optimize the screening strategy may contribute to relieve stress of trial participants. Further efforts should be made to minimize the effect of screening on health-related quality of life.

Conclusions

To date only one randomised controlled trial, the NLST, has shown a reduction in lung cancer mortality. Computed tomography screening is therefore the only population based intervention shown to achieve this other than smoking cessation. Guidelines and practices will likely evolve as more data become available on optimal strategies for screening. Risk prediction models show its potential to optimize selection of the most beneficial individuals and the appropriate screening intervals. However, owing to the large numbers of benign lung nodules unavoidably detected from screening, it is necessary to work out how to substantially reduce the false-positive rates, without affecting the reductions in lung cancer mortality. A large number of studies are presently looking for the ideal approach. Liquid biopsy seems to be the most promising one, and is noninvasive and can be easily repeated in contrast to tissue biopsy. However, despite several recent discoveries showed promise, none of the previously described circulating biomarkers that aim to detect lung cancer at an early stage is presently being used routinely in the clinic. The absence of technical standardization is a hurdle to the generalization to daily routine practice. The complementarity between the different medical expertise of radiologists, biologists, pathologists, clinicians and surgeons will certainly be one of the keys to the framework of early diagnosis and screening of lung cancer.
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